Ni-Ti thin films have been recognized as promising and high performance materials in the field of microelectromechanical system applications. However, important issues like formation of film texture and its control are still unresolved. Widening the scope of previous experiments concerning the influence of the deposition parameters on the Ni-Ti films structure, here we show how different crystallographic orientations can be obtained by changing the substrate type. The growth of near-equiatomic Ni-Ti films, deposited by magnetron co-sputtering from Ni-Ti and Ti targets on heated substrates (≈ 470°C), has been studied in situ by x-ray diffraction at a synchrotron radiation beamline. As mentioned in other studies for depositions on Si(100), a (110) fiber texture is observed for the B2 phase. However, a preferential stacking of (100) planes of the B2 phase parallel to the film surface was observed when using a MgO (100) substrate. The preferential orientation of B2(100) // MgO(100) was very strong and was kept as such until the end of the deposition, which lasted for 7.2 ks (≈ 900 nm). Ni-Ti films were also deposited on a TiN layer (≈ 15 nm) previously deposited on top of a SiO 2 /Si(100) substrate. In this case, a crossover from (110) oriented grains dominating at small thicknesses, to (211) oriented grains taking over at larger thicknesses was observed. These are promising results concerning the manipulation of the crystallographic orientations of Ni-Ti thin films, since the texture has a strong influence on the extent of the strain recovery.
Introduction
Ni-Ti Shape Memory Alloy thin films exhibit high recoverable strains and large recovery forces.
They can be electrically driven using joule heating, and they demonstrate fast cooling rates when compared with the bulk material because of their higher surface/volume ratio of materials increasing substantially the heat transfer rate. Their compatibility with batch-processing technology of silicon micromachining is also a plus for the desired merging of the silicon-based microelectronics with micromachining technologies, enabling complete systems-on-a-chip to be realized [1] .
Several studies have been published concerning the deposition of Ni-Ti thin films [2, 3] . They are usually prepared using a sputtering method and typically deposited on Si and on SiO 2 /Si wafers. However, there are still important issues unresolved like substrate effects as well as formation of film texture and its control. It is essential to evaluate the crystallographic texture of the Ni-Ti thin films, since it has a strong influence on the extent of the strain recovery, and strong textures may thus lead to anisotropic shape memory behaviour [4] . In the present study, in-situ x-ray diffraction (XRD) during the growth of Ni-Ti thin films was chosen in order to investigate their texture development on naturally oxidized Si(100), MgO(100) and TiN/SiO 2 /Si(100) substrates.
Experimental
The Ni-Ti films were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering in a chamber specially designed for in-situ x-ray measurements. Details of the growth chamber are given in Ref. [5] . Two unbalanced magnetrons, equipped with a 25.4 mm Ni-Ti target (49 at% Ni -51 at% Ti) and a 25. The deposition chamber, equipped with Kapton windows for XRD was mounted on the six-circle goniometer at the ROBL beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble. The xrays were monochromatized to λ = 0.675 Å (18.367 keV) in order to bring the relevant Bragg peaks into the window openings. During film deposition and during subsequent annealing, repeated Bragg-Brentano, i.e. coupled θ-2θ scans were carried out, thus probing the diffraction vector perpendicular to the plane of deposition. Low angle specular reflectivity time resolved at a fixed incidence angle was also employed to determine the growth mode for the deposition on MgO(100). The time-resolved specular reflectivity signal resembles the technique of reflective high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and thus can be used to observe changes in the surface morphology during growth on an atomic scale [6] [7] [8] , from which the growth mode of the developing film can be derived.
The pole figures have been determined for 0º < χ < 85º and φ-scans in the range 0º < φ < 360º, both with increments of 5º, at a laboratory source with Cu-K α radiation (BRUKER AXS D5005). Fig. 1 shows a diffractogram obtained after deposition (at the austenitic state) for the Ni-Ti film deposited on naturally oxidized Si(100) substrate. The variation of the integrated intensities of the (110) and (200) peaks of the B2 phase as well as the variation of the lattice parameter a 0 can be found in Ref. [9] . Gisser et al. [10] reported in early studies that when the Ni-Ti films are crystallized during the deposition process they are highly oriented, with the B2(110) face parallel to the (100) face of the silicon wafer. For most bcc metals the lowest surface energy corresponds to the (110) surface, as predicted by lattice calculations [11] . This should thus also lead to the preferential growth of (110) planes of the Ni-Ti B2 phase parallel to the substrate surface. (100) planes of the B2 phase parallel to the film surface. The preferential orientation of B2(100) // MgO(100) was very strong and was kept as such until the end of the deposition, which lasted for 7.2 ks (≈ 900 nm).
Results and discussion
The pole figures confirm a strong (100) fiber texture (Fig. 3) .
Kim et al. [12] proposed that a stronger interfacial adsorption on the heated substrate promotes the preferential coverage by a first layer of Ti on top of SiO 2 /Si and MgO(100) substrates. This leads to the preferential formation of the (h00)-oriented Ni-Ti film since, in the B2 cubic structure, the (h00) planes are alternately occupied by Ni and Ti atoms. The crystal structure of MgO is NaCl structure with the lattice constant of 0.421 nm. If one considers that the interatomic distance of oxygen is 0.297 nm for the MgO(100) plane, and the interatomic distance of titanium is 0.301 nm for the NiTi(100) plane, the misfit between their interatomic distance is only approximately 1.3%. This is in agreement with the behaviour observed by low angle specular reflectivity time resolved for the growing mode of the first few monolayers, which shows a good adaptation of the Ni-Ti structure to the MgO(100) substrate. The pole figures also show that the stacking of the Ni-Ti B2 phase on the MgO(100) substrate occurs with a disparity of 45° suggesting that the Ti-O adsorption sites between the Ni-Ti and oxide substrate are essential to improve the (100) orientation of the B2 phase.
On the TiN layer, the diffraction peak B2(110) also appeared from the beginning of the deposition. However, the B2(211) peak was also detected with a crossover from (110) oriented grains dominating at small thicknesses to (211) oriented grains taking over at larger thicknesses as seen in Fig. 4.   6 Apparently, the TiN buffer layer has an important role in the appearance of the (211) 
Conclusion
This study shows that the substrate plays an important role on the crystallographic orientations of Ni-Ti thin films. The Ni-Ti films were crystallized during the deposition process. A (110) fiber texture is observed for the B2 phase for depositions on Si(100). Using a MgO(100) substrate, a strong preferential stacking of (100) planes of the B2 phase parallel to the film surface could be induced. In this work, using a TiN layer (≈ 15 nm) previously deposited on top of a SiO 2 /Si(100) substrate, a crossover from (110) oriented grains dominating at small thicknesses, to (211) oriented grains taking over at larger thicknesses was observed. A TiN buffer layer is thus a promising tool concerning the manipulation of the crystallographic orientations of Ni-Ti thin films. 
